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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter Q-100P Compact Knife, a cutting-edge tool designed for optimal safety andNT Cutter Q-100P Compact Knife, a cutting-edge tool designed for optimal safety and
convenience. Equipped with a spring-action blade, this innovative knife ensures enhancedconvenience. Equipped with a spring-action blade, this innovative knife ensures enhanced
user protection by automatically retracting the blade back into the holder after use.user protection by automatically retracting the blade back into the holder after use.

The NT Cutter Q-100P is the epitome of user-friendly design. With its spring-loadedThe NT Cutter Q-100P is the epitome of user-friendly design. With its spring-loaded
mechanism, the blade remains securely locked in place during cutting tasks, providingmechanism, the blade remains securely locked in place during cutting tasks, providing
exceptional stability and control. Upon completion of the cut, the blade promptly retracts,exceptional stability and control. Upon completion of the cut, the blade promptly retracts,
eliminating any risk of accidental cuts or injuries.eliminating any risk of accidental cuts or injuries.

SpecificationSpecification
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Blade Length: 30mmBlade Length: 30mm
Blade Width: 9.1mmBlade Width: 9.1mm
Blade Thickness: 0.38mmBlade Thickness: 0.38mm
Blade type: SolidBlade type: Solid
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver
Blade Safety: Spring Loaded Self RetractingBlade Safety: Spring Loaded Self Retracting

Safety is paramount, and NT Cutter takes it seriously. The Q-100P Compact Knife'sSafety is paramount, and NT Cutter takes it seriously. The Q-100P Compact Knife's
retractable blade feature reduces the likelihood of mishaps and promotes a worry-free cuttingretractable blade feature reduces the likelihood of mishaps and promotes a worry-free cutting
experience for users of all levels. Whether you're a professional craftsman, DIY enthusiast, orexperience for users of all levels. Whether you're a professional craftsman, DIY enthusiast, or
working on everyday tasks, this knife guarantees peace of mind and efficiency.working on everyday tasks, this knife guarantees peace of mind and efficiency.

Beyond its safety features, the NT Cutter Q-100P offers outstanding cutting performance. ItsBeyond its safety features, the NT Cutter Q-100P offers outstanding cutting performance. Its
sharp and durable blade effortlessly glides through various materials, including paper,sharp and durable blade effortlessly glides through various materials, including paper,
cardboard, fabric, and more. Its compact size and ergonomic design ensure comfortablecardboard, fabric, and more. Its compact size and ergonomic design ensure comfortable
handling and easy portability, making it an ideal companion for on-the-go tasks.handling and easy portability, making it an ideal companion for on-the-go tasks.

Ideal for opening envelopes, small packages or removing tags. Stainless steelIdeal for opening envelopes, small packages or removing tags. Stainless steel
blade, rust resistant blade.blade, rust resistant blade.

The cutting edge of these blades are at the maximum sharpness.The cutting edge of these blades are at the maximum sharpness.

Colours AvailableColours Available

YellowYellow
BlueBlue
WhiteWhite
RedRed
GreenGreen

Replacement Blades: Replacement Blades: BQ-11PBQ-11P
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